HOW TO OPEN DOORS REMOTELY

WHAT IS LOKCOM?
The Lokcom device connects any door to the
internet in a simple, safe and reliable manner.
Therefore, the door can be unlocked when
you are either standing in front of it or if you
are anywhere else in the world, using a
smartphone, tablet or PC.
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+44 207 618 9151
sales@lokcom.net

HOW DOEST IT WORK?
Request to Open a Door
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Access the cloud-based Control Panel from your
smartphone, tablet or PC.

Choose the door you want to

open and click “OPEN”.

Your request is forwarded via mobile data
Your request is sent from your device to the Lokcom server.
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Then, the server forwards the request to your Lokcom device
in a secure manner via mobile data or 3G.

Lokcom opens the door for you
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The Lokcom device receives your request and opens the
door. You receive a notification about successful door
opening.

Why People Use Lokcom?
Easy to Install
Highly secure propriety technology
No approval required from your landlord
No need to change the lock
Customer support in English & Spanish
Flexible system & multiple integrations
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HOW TO SHARE ACCESS ?
Sign In Control Panel
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Log in to your Lokcom account.
Using your e-mail and password.

Go to Users Page
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Choose “USERS” tab in the top menu.
You will be redirected to the page where
you can manage users.

Add New User
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Click button "ADD NEW USER”. Enter
the user’s name and phone number.
Choose property and doors they can
access to. Click “SAVE".

New User Signs Up
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New users will receive a text message
with a link to the Lokcom Web App. After
registration, they will be able to see and
open the authorised doors from the
control panel.
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